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7. From the top of a 100-foot lookout tower, a forest fire was

spotted at an angle of depression of 250 .

How far was the fire from the base of the lookout?

Important words

to understand

8. At what angle 9 would the ship want to send
to the 

Angles 
starting 

of 
point-
depression are always measured down from a line horizontal

a torpedo down to hit the submarine? What
A 350 foot tall lighthouse in the distance. Theobserves two ships 

would be the angle x of depression? angle of depression from the top of the lighthouse to the closest boat (shown

430in the diagram as x degrees) is The angle of depression to the farthest

boat (shown as y degrees) is 31 using this information, how far apart are the

two boats? Round vour answer to the nearest hundredth of a foot.
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TV is advertoed as being 43 inches, they are part Newer televisions have an aspect ratio of 16:9. This means the ratio

of TV are actually gmng pu the of the width to the height of the TV is 16:9. Find the dimensions of a 55 inch

to an uppr This means the TVs are rwt
TV with a 16:9 aspect ratio. List your answer in inches rounded to the
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